Cassie Drinkwater
Reading Requirement (Sophomore Year)
Harry Potter and the Philosopher (Sorcerers) Stone by J.K Rowling

**Book:**
- Friend of Dudley, Piers Polkiss accompanies the family to the zoo in the beginning
- Before the zoo, Uncle Vernon tells Harry that if there's any "funny business", he will stay locked up in the cupboard under the stairs until Christmas
- Dudley nervously looks at Harry as his parents do when he performs magic, suggesting he knows about magic beforehand
- When Hagrid first meets Harry on the island, he knows exactly who he is
- The Sorting Hat sings a song before sorting
- Hagrid says he bought Fluffy from a "Greek chappie"
- Hermione encourages the boys to break rules and venture into the Restricted Section of the Library

**Movie:**
- Before the zoo, Uncle Vernon tells Harry that if there is any funny business then he won't have any meals for a week
- Dudley acts oblivious about magic as if he doesn't know Harry's secret
- When Hagrid first meets Harry on the island, he mistakes Dudley for him
- Hagrid says he bought Fluffy from a "Irish feller"
- Harry ventures off to the restricted section on his own

**Comparison:**
- Harry and the Dursleys go to the zoo on a trip for Dudleys birthday
- Hagrid is the first magical character Harry meets as a young adult
- The Dursleys are still awful to him
- Hagrid bought Fluffy from a foreign man
- The restricted section is trespassed